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Abstract 
Being safer than water, beer has been an important staple of health since the 
middle ages. For the producers, it has been recession proof as sales are 
inversely correlated to the oil price.  
 
Two of the main historical factors of beer, water and natural refrigeration, are 
geological in that they rely on bedrock and faulting. Four anions are particularly 
responsible for a beer’s characteristic taste: Ca, Mg, Na, and K. 
 
Two regional case studies are presented that link beer to large-scale geological 
processes: (1) Laurentia (USA) and (2) the former passive continental margin of 
Laurussia (northern Europe). A generalized beer system from source to trap is 
introduced in analogy to petroleum. Finally, the role of beer in hydraulic fracturing 
and other geological applications is discussed.  
 
It is concluded that there are presently no Friday evening alternatives to beer. 
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